
Product Specifications
LED Length: 23 Inches
Product Specifications

Available Accessories: Cigarette plug adapter, 
extra weights, mounting brackets, and more!

Power Source: Connects to 12 volt battery via 
Alligator clips. Cigarette plug adapter also 
available.

Marine-Rated Wire Length: 20 Feet 

If for any reason the system should cease to 
function, disconnect the unit immediately as a 
safety precaution, then call 855-FISH-LIGHT.
DO NOT try to open and fix yourself. If the 

seal is broken, the warranty is void. 

Sinker Weight 
allows light to sink 

deeper below
surface.

Bobber Weight 
allows light to float 

near the surface

Marine-Rated
Wire

Attach alligator 
clips to a 12 volt 

battery

Warning!  These 12 volt systems are not intended as a 
replacement for our HID Dock Light Systems. 
Keep in mind that because these lights do not 
produce heat, they are not self-cleaning.These 
lights are designed to be used for a limited 
period of time (8-10 hours maximum). The 
connections are NOT waterproof. 

Important Information

The Most Reliable LED 
Fishing Lights on the 

Market
  While our HID Dock Lights are still the 
brightest option, our LED lights offer a great 
choice for any outdoor enthusiast on the go! 

  Our Portable LED Light Systems also come 
with our three-year manufacture warranty, so 
you can fish with confidence for years to 
come. All of our customers are welcome to try 
any of our systems risk-free for sixty nights!

  With over a decade of experience, and     
thousands of systems sold worldwide, we can 
truly say our lights are Fish Guaranteed! 

The Most Reliable LED 
Fishing Lights on the 

Market

Available AccessoriesAvailable Accessories

Warning!
Important Information

Cigarette Plug Adapter: Use this adapter to 
power your LED directly from a cigarette 
lighter in your car or boat!

Mounting Brackets: This allows you to 
attach your LED to a boat, kayak, or board!

Extra Weights: Our LED comes with two 
weights (bobber and sinker), but if you need 
more, they are available!



INSTRUCTION PAMPHLET 
& OWNER’S MANUAL

12 Volt LED 
Portable 

From
Underwater Fish Light

Our 12 Volt LED Portable Fish 
Light comes equipped with 12 

volt alligator clips, a sinker 
weight, and a bobber weight.

To maximize flexibility,           
additional accessories, such as a 

cigarette plug power adapter, 
mounting brackets, and extra 

weights are available for        
tpurchase on our website. 12 Volt LED 

Portable 
From

Underwater Fish Light

What’s in the 
box?

Thank you for your 
purchase!

LED Light Tube

20ft of Marine-Rated Wire

Alligator Clips

Bobber Weight

Sinker Weight

We know you have many choices 
when it comes to underwater lighting, 

and we appreciate you choosing us!

Fish Guaranteed!

855-FISH-LIGHT
855-347-4544

info@fishlight.com
20400 Veterans Blvd

Port Charlotte, FL 33954
FISHLIGHT.COM
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